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Abstract— This paper introduces a component-based network management system for wireless sensor networks. The research is motivated by a variety of problems that occur due to the unpredictable behavior of wireless sensor networks. Once sensor nodes are deployed, the inner behavior of a sensor field can only be analyzed by monitoring incoming data packets at the sink node or base station, if only such a framework exists. In this paper, we present a component-based management system, RMTool, which allows developers to easily monitor and analyze the network status and interactively configure the network over unexpected problems while running applications over it. The system has been implemented on a multi-threaded sensor network operating system RETOS, which supports run-time loadable kernel modules. The preliminary evaluation shows that RMTool provides management functionalities as designed, and the implementation is efficient due to the component-based module architecture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks are sophisticated information gathering systems using radio communication and sensing devices to obtain user-interested data from an environment for analysis in large scale. The requirement of sensor networks has complicated in recent years as the applications as well as hardware become heterogeneous. Ideally, sensor networks should be fault-free and have to be operated long enough to provide reliable results. However, this is difficult because of the inherent problems of wireless communication and limited hardware resources.

The most compelling issue that gave the motivation of our research was the lack of information about the inner behavior of a wireless sensor network and the increasing complexity of heterogeneous sensor networks. Currently, there are a number of researches that took sensor network health issues seriously and have proposed solutions, such as network monitoring tools [1][2][3] or even a network debugging mechanism [4]. However, they did not evaluate the performance of their proposed mechanism when operating in the network concurrently with other user applications. Furthermore, sensor network applications are insufficient to provide a minimum level of QoS in such an environment by simply responding to the network using static network parameters over time. Hence, a management system is needed to provide the developer with fundamental network information, to ensure that the basic network infrastructure is functioning correctly, and control over the network parameters, to adapt to constantly changing requirements in the network. The developer should be alerted about any significant problems that need to be dealt with, such as reconfiguring the network parameters or manually relocating nodes that are not able to communicate with the network for some reason. Also, in a large sensor field, a change in requirement of the overall network functionality can be expensive to provide, since such change in the network occurs frequently and may have great impact in the network topology.

As resource is strictly limited in current sensor hardware, many research proposed ways to overcome this while providing maximum functionality. In this paper, we discuss a component-based management system, called RMTool, for sensor networks to provide component wise network management and monitoring, which allows the user to reconfigure the network in run-time for optimal efficiency. The component-based network management system consists of a network analyzer and a network configuration manager. The purpose of the network analyzer is to gather network information and provide a monitoring system to the user through data analysis, whereas the network configuration manager provides the user with some high-level control over the network and applications to optimize their performances or to adapt to any changes in network requirements. The system is implemented using the standard C language on RETOS [5][6][7], which is a wireless sensor network operating system currently being developed to support a multithreading programming environment. The system implements a reconfigurable kernel using dynamic allocation of loadable kernel modules.

II. COMPONENT-BASED NETWORK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

This section presents the architecture of RMTool, a component-based network management system for wireless sensor networks. The purpose of RMTool is to provide the developer with an environment of both monitoring and real management of a sensor network. RMTool assures a user of the network’s functionality and gives the developer some control over the network while running user applications over it. RMTool consists of two major components, the network analyzer (NAZ) and the network configuration manager (NCM).
A. Design Principles

Since network and hardware resources are limited and RMTool is intended to run along with other sensor network applications, it must not interfere with or occupy excessive resources over local applications. In other words, RMTool should not be considered to be a resource competitor by other applications running in the same sensor node. Hence, we strictly constrained our design of RMTool, as shown below:

- minimal resource consumption (e.g., RAM, computation power, battery energy)
- independent from local applications
- simple and robust mechanism

In addition to the constraints from resource limitations, RMTool is also designed to support the following:

- a component-based system for resilient sensor network reprogramming
- a simple interface for accessing its services by developers
- an independent network architecture

The effort to efficiently manage RAM usage in RMTool can be approached in two ways. One is to actually simplify the implementation of the system. The second approach is to consider reducing the overall RAM used by the entire network, by providing run-time loadable modules for abstracting away unused components in the sensor node hardware. RETOS itself is a modularized system, and maximizes the efficiency of memory usage by loading only the modules required for performing specific tasks. Furthermore, RETOS does not impose any restrictions on module programming for kernel or applications, which suggests that any type of kernel or application components can be loaded in a module-like way. However, any modules that are programmed in kernel level must be crash-safe, since we assume a kernel that is safe from errant applications to protect the sensor node from crashing.

To meet the requirement for providing an easy interface with RMTool, the system is implemented in both the static and the dynamic kernel. Here, we refer the interface to the functions in which developers can selectively choose what network information they want to obtain, since there is much information to obtain within a network. Nevertheless, some information among them can be of no interest. Hence, RMTool has its own policy of network attributes, to free the developer from separately defining them. The collection of fundamental network information and the data structure for storing them is implemented in the static kernel. The APIs of such interfaces and functions of RMTool that tend to need reconfiguration, due to the changing demands of the sensor network, are implemented in the dynamic kernel. Separating the implementation domain within the kernel is to provide safety and reusability of the system.

RMTool provides an independent network architecture. The aforementioned three-layered stack is the architecture provided to serve such needs. In addition, from the developer’s point of view, RMTool may be used not only for monitoring the network functionality but also as an overall view of their applications’ behavior in the network. The concept of monitoring the network and applications is very different, since topology data and application data are used in different aspects. RMTool is able to sustain the network topology and concurrently acquire application generated data in a reliable way.

B. Network Analyzer (NAZ)

The network analyzer provides a monitoring environment for informing the developer of the current health status of the network. The network analyzer itself does not require much reconfiguration, since its purpose is simple and robust. Within the static kernel, NAZ is implemented in the Network Supporting Layer (NSL), which supports logical connections, neighbor node management, and data transmission. The system overview of the network stack is shown in Fig. 1.

NSL manages a pre-defined static Logical Link Table (LLT) and the functionality for collecting its relevant attributes from the network to deliver them to the user, as shown in Table 1. It also manages a neighbor table of neighbor nodes, which is periodically updated through broadcast queries. Table 2 shows an example of a module description table (MDT), which lists kernel and application modules that are currently available in the sensor node. Thus, a developer can be aware of what type of application tasks or version is operating in specific regions. The tables are updated periodically or with any manual updates.

C. Network Configuration Manager (NCM)

The network configuration manager is designed under the paradigm “Deploy First and Develop Later.” It implies that a developer should be able to deploy the network and develop the system to its completeness at a single base station. Since the wireless medium allows abstracting away any one-to-one physical connections exchanging data, sensor network applications themselves can be installed on sensor nodes over the wireless sensor network. Of course, in terms of battery consumption, it is assumed that such expensive use of wireless
### TABLE 1. ATTRIBUTES OF THE LOGICAL LINK TABLE (LLT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node ID</td>
<td>Node sequence number</td>
<td>Delivery Rate</td>
<td>Delivery success ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>Logical position</td>
<td>Delivery Time</td>
<td>Packet delivery time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQI</td>
<td>Link quality indication</td>
<td>ACK/NACK</td>
<td>Use ACK or NACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSSI</td>
<td>Signal strength</td>
<td>Battery Level</td>
<td>Battery residual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCA</td>
<td>Channel loading status</td>
<td>Neighbor Table</td>
<td>Neighbor table</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE 2. EXAMPLE OF KERNEL AND APPLICATION MODULES LISTED IN THE MODULE DESCRIPTION TABLE (MDT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kernel</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timer</td>
<td>Timer handler</td>
<td>Temp sensor</td>
<td>Senses temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surge</td>
<td>Routing algorithm</td>
<td>LED blink</td>
<td>led on/off app.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasound</td>
<td>Ultrasound driver</td>
<td>Packet #</td>
<td>Total sent packets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

transmission is performed only with a great advantage that comes with a reasonable trade-off.

NCM provides a reconfigurable system that has two major purposes: (1) reconfigure the functionality of a kernel or application on sensor nodes online and (2) inject applications into the sensor hardware in run-time over the network. In many sensor network scenarios, applications require diverse functionality, such as sensing different attributes at different regions; furthermore, the role assignment may change over time. However, due to limited hardware resources, the sensor nodes cannot provide all functionalities together. To support such heterogeneity of a sensor network, NCM provides a component-based reconfigurable system by distributing required module code over the network. Modularizing the component and loading only the needed component is the core purpose of RETOS, and NCM applies this feature to our management system. As shown in Fig. 1, NCM has access to NAZ’s MDT. It may load and unload user specified modules and also change attributes in the LLT through user queries. However, more overhead might incur for maintaining such a management module system compared to traditional sensor network applications management. Nevertheless, we consider the advantages of the trade-off greater. Through, modularization the user is provided with a high level configuration control, which abstracts away the knowledge of the low level functionalities.

### III. EVALUATION

To show the feasibility of our approach, we implemented the component-based network management system using the Tmote Sky hardware running RETOS. We have first evaluated the functionality of the RMTool to see if it meets a certain level of QoS for successfully collecting network information. Then we measured the performance of the network configuration manager while concurrently running other user applications.

#### A. Functionality

The functional evaluation of NAZ and NCM is first described. The experiment is setup with 10 Tmote Sky hardware; nine intermediate nodes and one sink node. The nodes are randomly deployed in a 20mx20m area. Each intermediate node runs the component-based network manager to collect neighbor information every 5 minutes, and relays it to the sink. A parent node is selected from the neighbor table for relaying data, which is the node with the largest RSSI value.

To validate if NAZ is actually collecting correct data from the network, we have implemented a GUI for displaying network information and issuing queries. The purpose of the GUI application is to efficiently diagnose the current network and have easy control over it, by abstracting away the low level functions.

Fig. 2 shows the display of our experiment setup. Here the user is provided with four panels. The left panel displays a list of nodes that currently take part in the network. The panel in the middle provides a graphic display of the sensor field and the sensor nodes placed at their localized coordinates. The ovals represent nodes currently active in the sensor field. The left topmost node is the sink, and the rest are intermediate nodes. The edges imply the routing path to and from neighbor nodes. If the RSSI drops between a pair of nodes, the color of the edge lightens in the display panel. The lighter the edge, the weaker is the connection between two nodes. The edge disappears when there is no communication between two nodes for some time, which indicates a disconnection. The right panel is an interface for issuing queries to nodes in the network. The type of commands and queries can be selected from the module function box, which lists currently available functions at the particular node. The last panel at the bottom outputs data collected at the sink, which are distinguished between periodic and query respondent messages. Also, RMTool manages a table that summarizes the most general attributes of active nodes, the boxed table in Fig. 2, and is viewed in a separate panel upon request.

NCM has control over the parameters collected by NAZ, and is able to request or even manipulate them by user request. This is to manually configure the network parameters to
optimize the network status. RMTool implements a shell command type interface, which supports two different types of commands. One is a system type command and the other a query type command. The types of instructions for commands are shown in Table 3.

To communicate with the sink, we have implemented a command shell, through which the commands and queries are issued. The system type commands trigger system functions, such as rebooting a node or distributing and installing module code over the network. An example is shown below.

> cmd insmod MicroTimer 5

Here, ‘cmd’ implies that the shell command is a system function type command, with an ‘insmod’ instruction type that wishes to install a module called ‘MicroTimer’ at the specific node with ID ‘5’. The query type commands request specific information of a node in the network. Data shown in Table 1 are currently available to acquire. The queries can be issued as a one shot query or a query that collects the requested information over a certain period of time. An example is shown below, where the user wishes to acquire the neighbor table of a node with ID ‘5’ each minute over 10 minutes.

> query neighbortable 5, 10, 1

B. Performance

Two sets of experiments are conducted to evaluate interactivity and response of the network, taking the number of hop-counts as the control factor. We have experimented up to a maximum of 10 hop-counts for each set.

A HELLO message is flooded every 20 seconds throughout the experiment. Every node that receives a HELLO message replies to the sink. The collected data of the HELLO message is used to update the visual display of the RMTool at the base station. We observed any increase of packet loss when running our component based network management system over this network architecture to see if the overall network performance is declined by the management system.

The first experiment was conducted to validate the interactivity of the network by measuring the time needed to acquire a valid response of the network for a query issued by the user. The query used in this experiment requests the neighbor table, which is provided by the NAZ module. Queries are issued to the user specified source node every 10 seconds. To relieve congestion, intermediate nodes relay queries and the acknowledged data with a 10 second period. As sown in Fig.3, the query reaction time constantly increases with the increase of the hop-count, which suggests that the user is provided with a constant expectation time of receiving a response from the network. Furthermore, it implies that data aggregation of the system does not incur considerable congestion, which may cause packet loss or delay of packet reception. The variation of each measurement, the max and min values, show that links over longer hop-counts are weaker and unreliable than shorter hop-counts. The second experiment measured the time needed to detect a node failure in the network. With the same control factor and experiment setup, the battery of the source node, which is again the farthest away node, was taken out and started to measure the time needed by the sink to detect its inactive state. A node failure event is triggered by the neighbor nodes at the instance when the source node is removed from their neighbor tables. As shown in Fig. 3, the fault detection time increases with the sensor field size. However, the ratio of the detection time of a node failure is less than the query reaction time. Since the source node is included by all neighboring nodes, every neighbor node triggers a node failure event, which will be sent to the sink through different routing paths. Hence, data may possibly route through better routing paths, in terms of speed, consequently reducing the detection time of a node failure, compared to a single routing path.

IV. RELATED WORK

Some research has been studied in the literature of wireless sensor network management and maintenance. APTEEN [10] proposed a cluster-based hybrid routing protocol that gives an overall picture of the network at periodic intervals in an energy-efficient way. APTEEN suggested a comprehensive data retrieval method under the argument that a user should always be able to acquire data by using queries, while the data could be alerts about some faultiness in the network that has to be taken care of.

MOTE-VIEW [11] is an application, developed by Crossbow that provides a user interface, which displays the network status to the user. The application implements a simple configuration system that allows a user to set a node’s reporting rate or turn its LED’s on or off. However, development and significant network configurations are not supported. SNMS (Sensor Network Management System) [1] provides an open architecture, with no pre-set attribute format, for collecting network information, but restricts the mechanism to just monitoring the network. Zhao [2] proposed a network health scan to warn users about early system failures to save time in analyzing the problem at the wrong place. Also, it
evaluates the network for weak radio communication regions to improve performance by selectively placing additional sensor nodes. Nevertheless, no advanced mechanism to reconfigure the network online is provided.

TinyCubus [12] introduces a cross-layer framework for heterogeneous sensor networks. There are three components, which are the data management framework, the cross-layer framework, and the configuration engine, respectively. The data management framework and the cross-layer framework support data acquisition from a heterogeneous network. The configuration engine in TinyCubus allows code to be distributed to the network for reconfiguration. TinyCubus is implemented using TinyOS [13], with reconfigured TinyOS code supporting runtime relocation of applications. However, TinyCubus does not invoke a mechanism to separately monitor application and network status. Since, an independent network specific management is not possible, which can cause confusion between application and the network topology.

Sympathy [4] is another network monitoring system proposed by N. Ramanathan. Sympathy is a prototype designed to detect and debug failures in pre- and post-deployment sensor networks using a health metric scheme to analyze probe data at the sink. Sympathy tracks down the root-cause of a detected failure, which is determined by examining and analyzing the data collected at the sink. To evaluate their proposed system the Sympathy debugging mechanism is integrated with the aforementioned network monitoring application, SNMS, for data collection and visual purposes. Here, the network is also not independently managed from the applications executed over the network.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we described a component-based management system for wireless sensor networks. RMTool is designed to provide up-to-date network information and enable the developer to manage the network in a controlled manner. The framework consists of the network analyzer for collecting and analyzing the network status, and the network configuration manager for manipulating dynamic attributes of a sensor network. The component-based implementation is to maximize reusability and optimization of the limited resource of the network. The RMTool implementation is proven to be resource efficient and interactive to user request and network events, which are essential factors for sensor network monitoring applications. Hence, the architecture provides a sophisticated and time-efficient developing environment for monitoring and managing sensor networks.

For future work, we consider defining diverse health metrics to detect complicated network failures more accurately and furthermore we plan to provide an online code debugging tool, which will be an IDE, where a node sends any application code error to the user such as line number of the error occurred within the code.
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